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CHAPTER ONE

AMERICAN CRITICAL OPINION

American critics of the nineteenth century did
little to establish or to evaluate the oosltion of Edgar
Allan Poe. Generalities were made all too freely. In
fact, one biograoher says that Poe has had more of them

1
than any other author of his day. Without analytical
substantiation, moreover, contemoorarles called him el-2
ther a. willful eccentric or “three-fifths genius."

Early in 1845, however, Graham1s Magazine car
ried what has since become a famous review of Poe, by 
James Russell Lowell. Though this study, too, abounds 
in generalities and gives the Impression that the writer 
is not intent unon a conclusion, it does orooose to ana- 
lyze the genius of him who had already written such poems 
as "The Haunted Palace," such tales as "The Gold Bug," 
"The Fall of the House of Usher," and "William Wilson"; 
and who had already served as editor of The Southern Lit
erary Messenger. 1 2

1. Arthur Hobson Quinn, American Fiction, 79»
2. James Russell Lowell, in his "Fable for 

Critics," says of Poe:
"Here comes Poe with his Raven like Barnaby Rudge, 
Three-fifths of him genius and two-fifths sheer fudge 
Who talks like a book of lambs and nentameters,
In a way to make people of common sense damn meters.“
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Before writing the article, Lowell requested Poe 
to furnish him with a few details, "a sort of spiritual 
biography written as to a friend." The resoonse is of in
terest, although— like most self-oictures— it lacks per- 
soectlve. In oart, Poe wrote:

There are epochs when any kind of mental exercise is torture, and when nothing yields me 
pleasure but solitary communion with the moun
tains and the woods. . . .  I am not ambitious, 
unless negatively. . . .  I live continually in 
a reverie of the future. . . .  I have no faith 
in human perfectibility. I think that human 
exertion will have no aopreciable effect upon 
humanity. Man is now only more actlve--not 
more happy— nor more wise', than he was 6000 
years ago. . . .  I cannot agree to lose sight 
of man the individual in man the mass. . . .  I 
am profoundly excited by music. . . . Music is 3 
the perfection of the soul, or idea, of Poetry.

Lowell discovered that Poe has two of the prime
qualities of genius, the first of which is "a wonderful

4
fecundity of imagination." In an essay about Wordsworth, 
wherein Poe is not mentioned, he dwells pertinently upon 
the lmoortance o^ that gift to a poet, calling it "the 
everlasting preserver of the world from blank materialism," 
the force that can place "man's groping hand with that 3 4

3. Arthur Hobson Quinn, Edgar Allan Poe, 427-30.
4. James Russell Lowell, The Function of the Poet and Other Essays-, 161.
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other stretched to him in the dark.” Throughout his 
criticism, Lowell implies that the quality of a poet's 
imagination is determined hy the ethical or spiritual in
sight, that the kind of beauty he creates is the result 
of an inner vision. In its highest form, Lowell contin
ues, imagination allows the poet to discover "those key 
words, which make us masters of all the unsuspected
treasure-caverns of thought, and feeling, and beauty

5
which open under the dusty path of our daily life.”

Perhaps Lowell had in mind that "highest form" 
and was trying to reconcile Poe* s power with it when he 
wrote: "The great masters of imagination have seldom re- 6
sorted to the vague and the unresl as sources of effect." 
Though he is unwilling to accept Poe's dictum that the ob
ject of art is the creation of beauty, this critic does 
suggest that the disagreement may lie in the definition 
of the word beauty. Elsewhere, he concedes that the poet's 
most delightful function may be "to set our lives to mu
sic"; but with the same breath he warns that to be more
certain of "our maturer gratitude" the singer must do his

/part also as moralist and philosopher. "He must purify * 6

1 5- Ibid ., 10-11.
6 . Ibid., 164.
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and enlighten . . . define and encourage our vacillating
7perceptions of duty."

While Poe's works are not of the substance desired
by Lowell, the classical grace and simplicity receive high
praise from him. Of "To Helen" he writes:

All is limpid and serene, with a pleasant dash 
of the Greek Helicon in it. The melody of the 
whole, too, is remarkable. It is not of that 
kind which can be demonstrated arithmetically 
upon the tips of the fingers. It is of that' 
finer sort which the inner ear alone can esti
mate. It seems simple, like a Greek column, because of its perfection.

The "highest merit of construction" is attribu
ted in part by the critic to the second of Poe's quali
ties of genius, namely— his vigorous yet minute analysis. 
His ability to explore the "dim region," with its vague
ness, its mystery, and its strangeness, and yet show math
ematical precision in his findings is extraordinary. The 
"formless shadows" with which he dealt were to him as def
inite as geometrical diagrams. Here is no mystic, argues 
Lowell, for a mystic's optic nerve becomes affected by the 
indistinctness of shadows. Poe remains the cool spectator 
capable of minute observations. The critic bellevés that 
it is this faculty to analyze that enables the artist "to 8

1°’ 7. James Russell Lowell, Among My Books, 250.
8. James Russell Lowell, The Function of the Poet and Other Essays, 159*



throw a wonderful reality into his most unreal fancies.“
To conclude his article, Lowell describes Poe's

critical work as "the most discriminating, philosophical,
10and fearless uoon imaginative works." He suspects him, 

however, of having one or two net prejudices on which he 
prides himself--orejudices which sometimes allure him 
out of the strict path of criticism. Sunpose, he says, 
that Mr. Poe had had a magazine of his own in which to 
display his critical abilities, that he had held a posi
tion similar to that of John Wilson, who for more than 
thirty years--writing under the name of "Christopher North" 
--dominated the literary opinion of Blackwood's Magazine. 
Lowell is quite certain that Poe would then have been as 
autocratic in America as the Scottish professor was in 
England. Neither does he doubt that the American's crit
icisms would have been ."far more profound and philosophic»leal than those of Professor Wilson." But, unfortunately,
Poe's critical achievements, like so many “squared-out
blocks— enough to build an enduring pyramid--have been
left lying carelessly and unclaimed in many different 11
quarries."

59

p 9. Ibid., 163-
10. Arthur Hobson Qu^nn, op. clt., 439-33.
11. Ib id ., 433.



Although the genius Poe the poet, end Poe the 
narrator, and the potential power of Poe the critic were 
recognized by the scholarly cosmopolite, Lowell was never
theless unwilling to assign him a. definite rank among con
temporary authors. That task he leaves to his reader with
the final remark that he knows "of none who has displayed12
more varied and striking abilities."

Recently, an author made the startling assertion
that "The Fall of the House of Usher" and The Scarlet

13
Letter "are of one brood." Early in the twentieth cen
tury Paul Elmer More wrote an essav, entitled "Origins of14
Hawthorne and Poe," in which he discovers what he believes 
to be the element that gives vitality to the two artists' 
works. Each has universal acclaim as an artist; each is 
"sovereign in that strange region of emotion which we name 
the weird."

What is it that separates- Hawthorne* s and Poe's 
works from those of English and German Gothic ism? Someone 12 * 14

6

12. Ibid., 659. (The conclusion was later altered 
in Griswold* s collection of Poe* s works; Griswold omitted 
more than a third of Lowell's original. Lowell did not reoublish, neither did he Include the article in his col
lected works.)

13- Lewis Mumford, The Golden Day, 140.
14. Paul Elmer More, "The Origins of Hawthorne 

and Poe." Shelburne Essays First Series, 51-70.
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has said that romance may be either the idealization of
the real or the creation of unreality through ourelv im-

15
aginative nrocesses. But More examines the "weird” as
depicted by the two Americans and finds it to be,

not the veritable vision of unearthly things, 
but the peculiar half-vision inherited by the 
soul when faith has waned and the imagination 
nrolongs the old sensations in a shadowy in
voluntary life of its own.* 16

In other words, the vitality of their "weird" lies within 
the remnant of an awful reality. What was to the Colonial 
Fathers as real as life itself became in the next stage 
"an intoxicant of the imagination"; to succeeding genera
tions the idea became unreal, unearthly. Yet the very 
fact that the "weird" sprang from reality lends ootency to 
its anneal. Terrible beliefs and practices, now remote 
within the blue distance of the past, are dimly recognized
as menacing spectres of another age. Once unon a time

«

they were flesh and blood. The strange awareness that they 
once lived among our ancestors plays convincingly upon the 
imagination— much more convincingly than do the fantasies 
of a Castle of Otranto or of a Dracula. The ghastly vi
sions of Poe and of Hawthorne, truth to say, are deeply

15* F. M. Darnall, "The Americanism of E. A. Poe." 
English Journal. XVI (March, 1Q27), 187.

16. Paul Elmer More, op. cit., 69-70.
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rooted In early American life. Broodlngs over the mys
terious effects of sin took -peculiar forms in the strange 
new land, with its impenetrable forests and its strange 
men. One has only to read the records of Jonathan Edwards 
or of Governor Bradford, in which daily events are ex
plained as manifestations of the supernatural.

One writer of the present day believes that Haw
thorne, in many instances, introduced the supernatural as
a Colonial tradition, not only to give color but to add

ITcredibility and vitality. He cites the incident from 
The House of the Seven Gables in which, at the death of 
Colonel Pyncheon, the voice of the executed wizard Mat
thew Maule was heard to say, "God hath given him blood to 
drink." Direct inspiration for that remark came from Ro
bert Calef's More Wonders of the Invisible World, published 
In 1700. When one of the magistrates asked a certain Sarah 
Good, believed to be a witch, to confess that she was such, 
she replied, "I am no more a witch then you are a wizard, 
and if you take away my life, God will give you blood to 
drink." \

The same writer surveys Poe's fiction and finds

17* F. M. Darnall, op. clt., 190.
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that of the thirty-six short stories known as the Ara-
besaues, twenty-two have the theme of the suoemstural,

18
most of which are allied to the death motive. In some 
instances, death is suggested; in others, feared. The 
death of a beautiful woman— the theme for so many of 
Poe’s poems— arrears in several of the Arabesques. There 
is, for exemrle, the tall willowy Ligeia, who ’’came and 
deoarted as a shadow.“ Her wild desire for life could not 
be altered in death; her will, mysteriously strong, moves 
through the tale, bringing death to Lady Rowena. In ’’The 
Masoue of the Red Death” Poe rresents Death as the domi
nant rerson of the story. The thousand guests of Prince 
Prosrero stand helolese before the relentless aoproech 
of the grim figure. Again, it is the threat of death 
coming ever nearer which creates the mood of terror in 
"The Pit and the Pendulum." A similar state of mind is 
described as Roderick, the last of the House of Usher, 
feels disintegration closing in unon him. In "William 
Wilson," it is the death of the spirit rather than the 
death of the body which forms the theme. The oroblem of 
a "double" that lives on in spite of assassination' fur
ther suggests the Puritan personification of Conscience.

18. Ibid., 80-81.
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When Poe and Hawthorne were exploring the super
natural, they were— in the opinion of Paul Elmer More--"in

19the field of true and effective symbolism.” In the twi
light which they create, all things may hapnen, natural or 
supernatural, the latter of which has a stirring potency,
since the artists write "from the depths of a profound

20moral experience of their people."
W. C. Brownell, in his critical study of Poe, 

insists that while there is a resemblance in form, Poe is 
unlike Hawthorne as he is unlike all of his contemporaries 
and predecessors. He alone had the single aim of produc
ing an effect. In fact, Brownell considers Poe’s isola
tion the determining factor of his eminence. Suppose that 
he, like all the other American poets of that period, had 
offered a philosophy or theory or an answer to the ques
tion: What shall we do to be haopy? One writer reminds us

*

that Bryant presented, the healing power of Nature and the 
excellency of purity; Emerson, the teaching power of Na
ture and the necessity for individual independence; Whit
tier, the beauty of righteousness; Holmes, the urgency for 
soul-endeavor; Lowell, the devotion to duty and the value 
of living for others; Whitman, a knowledge of men and a

19* Paul Elmer More, on. cit., 70.■> “
20. Ibid., 70.
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recognition of soul-equality. To Poe, however, goes the 
distinction of introducing the snirit of romantic art. As 
the nucleus of romanticism in American letters, his works 
assume an importance which Brownell is inclined to dis
count. Had it not been that all of his contemnorarles 
concerned themselves with the moral and didactic treat
ment of truth, Poe's literary contribution would have been 
forced to pass a more severe test. In other words, Poe's 
eminence is explained by his historic nosit ion.

The critic further asserts that Poe's art is out 
of touch with life, that it is comnletely artificial, that 
it should be classified as plastic. How seriously, there
fore, should one consider Poe's rationale of the composi
tion of a noem as found in "Philosophy of Composition"?
The technique by which "The Raven" was evolved becomes 
almost a divertissement. There are, however, certain 
principles which are basic to the poetic effect created
by Poe: The poem must be short, since "brevity is in di-

22
rect ratio to the Intensity of the intended effect"; the 
subject must lie within the province of the beautiful; 
the tone must be sad. Poe tells of his search for-a re-

21

21. Carl Holliday, "The Philosophy of American 
Poetry." Sewanee Review, XIII (January, 1Q05), 86-101.

22. Edgar Allan Poe," Works, VI, 3 5 .
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f'raln that would Introduce an artistic piquancy: it should 
lend Itself to a variation of thought from stanza to stan
za; it should combine the most sonorous vowel, long ”o," 
with the most oroducible consonant, Hr"; and it should 
have a melancholy connotation. The word ’’Nevermore" satis
fied all the requirements. What is the most poetical sub
ject’ In the oninion of Poe, the death of a beautiful 
woman. What, or who, should be chosen to utter the refrain? 
Something portending evil, a symbol of Ul-omen--a raven'. 
(Yet an snorectative critic of today wishes that Poe's
snirit had rebelled against "accenting without demur the

23reiterated statement of the raven.")
It is undisouted that Poe was master of a tech

nique which resulted in musical beauty. A study of his 
poems reveals that--unlike Whittier, Longfellow, Lowell, 
and Whitman— he oreferred ”n" and ”1” sounds to "r" and 
"s." Rimes are found at unusual and unanticlpated in
tervals. It was chiefly, however, through his rhythms 
that Poe created music. The appeal of these, as with that 
of rime, he exolained on the nrinciple of man’s enjoyment 
unon nerceivlng eauality. ("Verse originates in the'human

23. Agnes Repplier, Eight Decades. 149.
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enjoyment of equality, fitness.") This pleasure he com
eares with the satisfaction one experiences when examin
ing a crystal: the equality between the sides and that be
tween the angles of one Race engage the attention; a 
second face doubles the pleasure; a third cubes it, and 
so onto a certain point at which a regular decrease be- 
gins. Lowell reminds us that Nature enhances her beauty 
by repeating. "The blue river repeats the blue o'erhead."
But, says the same critic, one must not only anticioate
, 26 rhythm but anticipate in the right way.

The repetend and the refrain used by Poe im- 
oressed Brownell as going far beyond their proner estate. 
Instead of being instrumental reliances, they become the
matic; they "constitute rather than create the effect."^ 
Surely, Poe would have unhesitatingly agreed with his 
critic's statement that .technique should contribute to 
8 larger entity, losing itself somewhat through nrooer 
subordination. "The Raven" and "The Bells" are no more 
than technical achievements-, Brownell asserts. "To

24

24. Edgar Allan Poe, oo. cit., VI, 5 6 .
25. Ibid.. 57.
26. James Russell Lowell, op. pit., 79-80.

Essays, 27. W. C. Brownell, iPoe." American Norman Foerster, editor. 239'; Critical



Helen," written before the fruition of the poet's tech
nical theory, is superior to "To Annie," written when 
his artistry was in full practice. In the latter state
ment, Brownell overlooks the diligent revision made by
the poet on all of his lyrics. Onlv the first stanza of

28
"To Helen" remains untouched since 1831.

Sharing the estimate of several other critics of
Poe, Brownell considers "The Haunted Palace" a poetical
masterniece and nraises its "beautiful fusion of restraint

29born of taste and ease springing from fulness." Six 
eight-line stanzas tell of a palace which long ago stood 
"in the greenest of our valleys . . .  in the monarch 
Thought's dominion." It was tenanted by good angels, and 
from its door came

A troop of Echoes, whose sweet duty 
Was but to sing,

In voices-of surnassing beauty,
The wit and wisdom of their king.

But evil things came, in robes of sorrow, to assail the 
Monarch's estate, and now vast forms move fantastically 
to a discordant melody,

14

28. W. L. Werner, "Poe's Theories and Practice in Poetic Techniques." American Literature, II (March, 
1930 to January, 1931), 433 •

2 9. W. C. Brownell, on. clt ♦, 243.
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While, like a ghastly raoid river, 

Through the pale door 
A hideous throng rush out forever 

And laugh--but smile no more.-0

However greatly Brownell admired certain works of
the ooet to whom he gave the title, "The one absolute art-

311st of our elder literature," as a critic he was con
cerned with the analytical evaluation of the writer's 
achievements. In order to measure Poe's greatness, he 
discusses the nature of literature as he understands it.
It is a great force dealing with life— life, not in its 
appearances, but in its essence; it is a kind of deep con
sciousness of life. As such, it is more than an art, cer
tainly more than a plastic art. Its very essence must be 
substance. Even more than the other arts, "a literary
comoos ition . . . cannot be conceived and executed in 

32vacuo." Brownell offers no qualifications to his state-
»

ment that Poe's works lack substance. The "vacuity of 
his writings" he attributes to the lack of "moral imagi
nation," which in turn is explained by a "deficiency in

33the ohllosoohy of life, letters and feeling." The critic 
seems oositlve that "the whole world of morals was, a

30. Edgar Allan Poe, on. clt., X, 32.
31. W. C. Brownell, on. clt., 2Q2.
32. Ibid., 260.
33. Ibid., 272.
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terra Incognita" to Poe. Again, we are reminded of
Lowell's reference to imagination "in its highest form,"
which has, in addition to the "plastic or sharing ^acuity,

35
a realizing energy of thought." The plastic imagination 
responds to the technique of the artist; with the clay in 
his hands he may shape what he will. It is Brownell's 
judgment that man's moral nature constitutes the proper 
substance, and that a writer--to be great— must possess 
a moral imagination.

Whether through necessity or choice, Poe wrote 
more criticism than any other kind of comoosltion; how
ever, one need not go to that field in order to learn his 
theory, as it is exemolified in all that he wrote, whether 
tale or poem or critical essay. That theory has immeasur
ably influenced American writers and American readers. 
Prior to Poe, with few exceptions, literature was judged
largely on the basis of its nationalism and of its moral- 

36
ism. Poe opposed provincialism of two oooosite forms: 
the kind that would elevate the imoortance of the native 
country by a chauvinistic loyalty to everything produced,

34

34. Ibid., 271.
35* James Russell Lowell, on- clt., 72.
36. Gay Wilson Allen and Harry Hayden Clark, Lit

erary Criticism: Pope to CroSe, 340.
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and the kind that would slavishly kneel to European opin
ion. Poe, an Individualist, sought a type of criticism

37which might he called aesthetically Judicial. Early In 
life he satisfied himself by a definite conception of art, 
a set of principles which remained his theory throughout 
his critical and creative work.

For a fair Judgment and highly analytical study 
of that theory of art, let us turn to Norman Foerster's 
essay on Poe. To preface his analysis, the critic thus 
summarizes Poe's artistic creed:

The end of art is pleasure, not truth. In or
der that pleasure may be intense, the work of 
art must have unity and brevity. In poetry, 
the proper means of arousing pleasure is the 
creation of beauty: not the beauty of concrete 
things alone, but also a higher beauty— super
nal beauty. Music is an indispensable element 
in poetry, and is especially valuable in the 
poet's straining toward the supernal, since 
music comes nearer this goal than any other 
art. In the prose tale, on the other hand, 
the artist may seek to produee effects other 
than those of poetry,— effects of horror, ter
ror, passion,— limiting himself in each case to a single effect.™

It Is admirable that all of Poe's poems and tales 
imply the very principles set forth in his critical essays, 
a fact which leaves no doubt as to the sincerity with

Ibid., 340.37.
38. Norman Foerster, American Criticism, 6-7.
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which he Judged literature. However, to reverse the 
statement and say, with Mr. Foerster, that his criticism 
went no further than his creations, to say that he mere
ly exoressed in it the ideas that he lmolied in his 
poems and tales, makes apparent at once the deficiency 
in his criticism. While the definiteness of his theory 
in "The Poetic Prlncinle" and the beautiful exemplifica
tion of it in "To Helen" and in "The Fall of the House 
of Usher" served a most useful ouroose in the forming of 
an American tradition, the unaffected willingness to al
low criticism to coincide and end with artistry forced a 
limitation uoon Poe's work as a critic. His art was 
limited in range; therefore, his criticism became lim
ited in range. Theoretically, an ideal artist may be an 
ideal critic, but in practice, since there is no ideal
artist, the critic should be able to go beyond his crea-

39tive abilities.
Had Poe stopped with his simole assertion that 

"the end of art is pleasure— not truth," and directed his 
attack against those who held the primary aim of litera
ture to be the propagation of morality, he would have 
been on firm ground and would have performed a great ser
vice, in the opinion of Mr. Foerster. Had he admitted,

39• Ibid., 5.
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as does the latter, that "art has a moral result, and that 
msn s struggle to clarify his moral values Is carried on

40within the domain of* fine art as well as outside of it,*4 
his stand would have been comoletely defensible. Actual
ly, there can be very little doubt that Poe had these be
liefs. In his review of Longfellow's Ballads, he extols 
the beauty of simple-mindedness as nresented in "The 
Village Blacksmith,” the beauty of child-like confidence 
and innocence and of stern courage and affection sung in 
"The Wreck of the Hesperus.” He writes of the beauty of 
bold courage and of self-confidence, of love, and of 
maiden devotion read into the lines of "The Skeleton in 
Armo r.”

In the same review, Poe complains that the other 
poems of the collection have the aim of instruction too 
obviously sustained, that the teaching of a lesson in 
many instances overshadows the legitimate aim— beauty.
Then follows the significant avowal that "a didactic mor
al may be happily made the under-current of a ooetical 42
theme.” However, Poe was attacking the moralists of his

40. Ibid ., 9 .
41. Edgar Allan Poe, on. clt., VI, 127-28.
42. Ibid., VI, 1 2 9 . „
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day, and he oversteoped probably what he actually believed 
in order to orod them out of their smugness. He did not 
stoo short of such phrases as "the obstinate oils and wa
ters of Poetry and Truth." The unfortunate method, which,in 
Professor Foerster's oninlon, was no more than a desire to 
lend force to the simole fact that there is a share dif
ference "in modes of inculcation" between Truth and Poetry, 
gave rise to a misunderstanding of Poe's theory. As a re
sult, we find Brownell, for example, describing the theory 
as "having absolutely nothing to do with truth." Mr. Foer
ster believes, on the contrary, that Poe really accented 
the oninlon "Beauty is truth, truth beauty"; he noints out 
that in Marginal la Poe says that the highest genius is but 
loftiest moral nobility.

Why was Poe unable to evolve a satisfactory re
lation of the aesthetic with the moral? For him, there 
were three kinds of beauty. That of the concrete ex- 
nresses itself in the melody of a woman's voice or in the 
fragrance of a rose. The "Supernal Loveliness" is the su
perior beauty of the eternal. It is unattainable, but the 
human aspiration to reach it results in a third kind of 
beauty, of which noetry is one variety. In the critic's 
Judgment, it is Poe's "astonishing deficiency in ethical
development" that results in an Ideality sensuous rather

• >

than spiritual. His idea of music is cited as a further
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example that his ideality is vague, indefinite and melan
choly. Yet in one of his reviews, Poe ouroosefully wrote 
of the necessary indefinitlveness of music and stated that 
music lost much of its intrinsic character, its ethereal 
duality, when it was given any very determinate tone:

You dispel its luxury of dream. You dissolve 
the atmosphere of the mystic unon which it 
floats. You exhaust it of its breath of faery.
It now becomes a tangible and easily aooreci- 
able idea--a thing of the earth, earthy.

Nevertheless, Mr. Foerster susnects that Poe regarded mu
sic merely as a refuge from the realities of life, that
it renresented "an evasion of life rather than a tran- 

44
scendence.11

In his final judgment, Professor Foerster states 
that Poe falls Just short of the heights "because of ethi
cal weakness." He alludes to Plato’s figure of the char
ioteer and the two horses endeavoring to mount toward the 
heavens. Poe asoired to supernal loveliness, but he 
lacked the equinment that only an ethical imagination 
could have provided. He oossessed reason without moral 
support, and had to rely upon the rebellious horse'while 
the white winged one remained powerless.

43. Edgar Allan Poe,̂  on. clt., VII, 310.
44. Norman Foerster, on. clt., 36-37.



CHAPTER T7/0

A WORLD AUTHOR

The hardihood and courage of America's founders 
shall always remain a source of pride in our national 
history. A race of strong men and women were seeking 
freedom at high cost— the forfeit of ease and comfort, 
the strangeness of new skies, the severance of old bonds. 
Only the energy of mature people was sufficient to clear 
the lands for cultivation, or to conquer the vastness of 
unheard-of distances. But such historical circumstances 
nrecluded the nossibility of American literature from 
passing through a childhood, as had its parent, English 
literature. The first writings were therefore of neces
sity those of serious men who wrote puroosefully of man's
work, and that work without a song. Journals and diaries,

»

histories and theological expositions— such were the util
itarian forms of the first writings in the new land. Toil 
lengthened into a revolutionary war, and war brought its 
pamphlets of oersuasion--again without a song.

How propitious to literature, we can legitimate
ly ask, was the confused period from the close of the 
Revolutionary War to the beginning of the nineteenth cen
tury?

Between 1815 and i860, there developed in American
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literature a great creative impulse, surging from the 
depths and freeing an Imagination long held In check.
For the first time the New World heard the grave-faced 
white men singing of hearth and courage, of Nature and 
endurance. The song was hound to come: an historical era 
had been fulfilled; political equality had been gained 
among nations; Puritanism had disciplined itself into mod
eration. It was time for a land to sing, and that it did. 
What a glorious group of singers: Emerson, Lowell, Holmes, 
Whittier, Bryant,— and Edgar Allan Poe'. The first five 
named, America proudly claimed; they were of herself. Did 
they not reflect their historical heritage? Did they not 
make their art the means for blending and influencing so
cial and historical forces-?

But, what of the young Southerner— so called 
though Boston-born— whose creative work "sprang suddenly
and mysteriously from a’ soil which had never borne its 1
like before"? According to Howard Mumford Jones, it was
a bourgeois culture which drove "true artists like Poe

2
and Hawthorne underground." Poe's song seemed alien to 
American thought and effort, for he wrote passionately 1

1. Hamilton Wright Mabie, "Poe's Place in American Literature." Modern Eloquence IX, 820.
2. Howard Mumford jQnes, America and French Culture, 294.
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of a beauty which did not appear to belong to any land.
He expressed the emotion that men of all lands, of all 
times, of any culture, may feel in the presence of beauty. 
New Englanders of Lowell's generation could not Judge 
Poe's art with sympathy; their temper of mind made them 
unresoonsive to pure song. They understood an Emerson or 
a Bryant, but the beauty of a Keats or of a Poe appeared 
to lack substance. Far ahead of the age in which he lived, 
Poe was able to discern the need of beauty in a life strug
gling to subslst--in a world necessarily imperfect. A na
tion at work is admired, but only when that working nation 
loves beauty does it take its place among the stars. Even 
today, Poe is in advance of those who discover few reali
ties in the realm of beauty. Unlike all his contemooraries, 
he was "orlmarily and distinctively the artist of his time; 
the man who cared for his art, not for what he could say 
through it, but for what it had to say through him.”

Is it true, as Matthew Arnold once said, that for
eign contemporary oninion is probably more adequate than 
that of fellow countrymen--that it more easily assumes an 
internationalism in the Judgment of art? As provincial
ism has declined in this country during the past century 
and as literary interests have broadened, the American

3. Hamilton Y/right Mabie, op. pit., 8 2 3.
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estimate of Poe has become nearer that of the foreign 
critics of an earlier oeriod.

Fifty years after Poe's death, the University of 
Virginia led In a rather weak attempt to honor the fame 
of the "alien," for he had matriculated at the "beginning 
of the second session of the university founded by Thomas 
Jefferson. Southerners were slightly perturbed that the 
University should ask a New Englander to deliver the prin
cipal address. It was presumed that he, like his orede- 
cessors, would cautiously qualify any orsise of Poe. But 
quite to the contrary, Hamilton Wright Mabie, through his 
sympathetic analysis, revealed the extent to which the 
American estimate had aporoached that of earlier foreign 
critics. The charm of such poems as "The City In the
Sea," "To Helen," and "Israfel" lies in their being "free

4
from all trace of time and toil"; a poem like Ulalume" is

»

close to mere music, and as such is nearly absolute in 
time. Poe's locale then becomes the world created, and 
as such may be more real than some reality, in the same 
way that romanticism may be more realistic than realism.

Mabie's estimate was but the precursor of'many 
which praise the universality of Poe's substance and

4. Ibid ., 824.

*
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form. One writer, for example, says that all of his work
--like his poem “Dreamland"--is "out of soace, out of
time," and that the action even in many of his tales might

5take place in any country and in any age. Another finds
that it reflects neither national ideas or Ideals, that it6
has color non-localized.

One biographer expresses the doubt that the Amer
ican1 s genius would ever have been recognized in this 
country had Europeans not discovered the beauty of his 
work. The same writer suggests that possibly America was 
not his country, that he belonged rather to a country pos
sessing a classical tradition, that his aesthetic theory 
made him an alien in his own land, and that his manner of 
attacking his contemporaries but broadened the schism.
The Pageant of America offers a description of "the watery
taste of the time." The historian John Bach McMaster calls

»

the decade 1840 to 1850 "the ouerile age of our literature"
9and praises Poe for having "justly denounced it as such."

5. Frederick G. Prescott, The Poetic Mind, 111.
6. Richard Burton, Literary Leaders of America, 66.
7. Una Pope-Hennessy, Edgar A1Ian Poe, -±.
8. Stanley Thomas Williams, "The American Spirit 

in Letters." The Pageant of America, XI, 148.
9. John Bach McMastfer, A History of the People of 

the United States, VII, 9 4 .
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Obviously, there wee no American Baudelaire to 
make of Poe the founder of a school. When an Englishman 
chooses to write of the genius of Poe, he begins by auot- 
ing--not from an American, but from an enthusiastic 
Frenchman. Arthur Symons honors our "alien" by olacing 
him among twenty-two "figures of several centuries"-- 
truly an illustrious group: in the shadows of the great 
figure of Saint Augustine, of Charles Lamb, of Gustave 
Flaubert, of Henrik Ibsen, of Walter Pater, are Charles 
Baudelaire and our own Edgar Allan Poe. He thereuoon in
troduces his study of the latter by a quotation from the 
Frenchman.

Why could not an American have said of Poe* s po
etry that it is "deep and shimmering as dreams, mysterl-

10
ous and perfect as crystal"? The English critic examines 
Poe* s genius as he would a diamond, a diamond which ad
mittedly has flaws, but none the less a diamond not to be

11compared with fine specimens of quartz. Poe's countrymen, 
he finds, were unable to see the beauty of his creations 
because they were blinded by the strangeness of his mate
rials; they could feel pride in the talent of a Bryant, 11

115.
10. Arthur Symons, Figures of Several Centuries,
11. Ibid., 116.
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or a Whittier, or a Longfellow, because these employed
aooropriate materials: these conformed to the accented
purooses of didacticism. Not for them, however, the
artist who made strangeness the requirement of beauty,
who quoted again and again from Lord Bacon, "There is
no exquisite beauty without some strangeness in the oro- 12
nortions." To them he remained an exotic wonder,
neither understood nor aooreciated, "an originator with-

13out inheritors."
As has been previously hinted, the very quali

ties which made Poe a stranger to his fellow-ooets may 
oossibly explain his International anneal. A world au
thor, he has been called. In the late thirltes--when 
he was scarcely more than known at home— Russian peri
odicals were carrying translations of the New World 
Romantic. Slavic response has continued through the 
years; and Avrahm Yarmolinsky points to the fact that 
when conversation turns to American literature, it is 
Poe who is first mentioned. His complete noetlcal works 
have been translated by Constantine Balmont, whose ver
sion is said to follow the exact metre of the original.

12. This quotation now appears as the inscription over the Poe Memorial Gate at West Point.
■ >13. Sharon Brown, Poetry of our Times, 25.
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This translator, who also gave Whitman's Leaves of Grass
to the Russians, comoared the two Americans by calling
Whitman the South Pole and "Edgar Poe . . . the North Pole
and all the southern lands which one passes on one's wav14
to the North Pole."

Germans regarded Poe as a secondary Hoffmann, find
ing in the tales of horror an imitation of the German mas
ter. While they had less admiration and enthusiasm than 
had the Russians, they wrote much about him, and their 
studies reveal a vivid awareness of Poe's vision. An lm- 
nortant fact, moreover, is that among the first names sug
gested to the German mind when American literature is con
sidered is that of Poe. When C. Alohonso Smith was con
ducting a Poe seminar at the University of Berlin, for 
instance, a student asked him whom he considered the most 
famous American-born woman. Evadingly he reelled that his 
choice would lie between Pocahontas and Dolly Madison. He 
then turned the question upon the student, who was also
studying American history; and her reply was, "Why, I should

15have said Annabel Lee."
In both Soaln and Italy, Poe's works have had con

tinuous popularity. Blasco Ibanez visited the Poe Cottage

14. C. Alphonso Smi^h, Poe - How to Know Him. 6. 
15* Ibid., 8.
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at Fordham and said, "Poe is my spiritual and literary
16father. His name is as famous in Europe as Lincoln's." 

Another Spaniard, Angel Guerra, in his centennial arti
cle, thanked "generous France" for her gift, namely the

17"elevation of Poe to immortality."
Perhaps the flower of that elevation bloomed in 

I9O9 --Just one hundred years after Poe's birth. Perti
nent articles appeared in all of the leading magazines of 
Europe ; impressive ceremonies took place in France, in 
England, in Russia, and in many other countries. (What 
a year for centennials'. The record of birth places Poe 
in a glorious company: Lincoln, Gladstone, Tennyson, 
Holmes, Chopin, Mendelssohn.)

Again, on the one hundred twenty-fifth anniver
sary, Frenchmen gathered in the Richelieu Amphitheatre,
at the Sorbonne, to honor the artist whom they had dis-

»

covered; and the Journal des Débats described Poe as one 
of those writers whose stature grows with time, whose 
creative genius never ceases to appear as present,--

Les promontoires auxquels ses navigateurs abordent ou sur lesquels ils echouent nous

16. Ibid., 11.
17. Ibid., 13-14.
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apparaissaient l'autre soir, à la Sorbonne, 
dans une brume symbolique, car celui qui 
anima les héros étranges dont l'espèce 
était inconnue avant lui, est vraiment 
nrince, depuis sa mort, sur les promon-,o 
toires de la sensation et de la pensée.

Playing an Immeasurable role in Poe's elevation
by the "generous French" was Charles Baudelaire, whose
remarkable translations began to appear at regular and
frequent intervals in 1854. The Larousse says that they
have the force of an original work, that by them only

19did Poe become known and appreciated in France. Without 
minimizing Baudelaire's skill in transmitting the snirit 
of the original, one may ask why the French mind respond
ed to the writings of the New World noet.

One reason lies in the perspective of literary 
trends. The year 1850, that of Balzac's death, is named 
by Giles Lvtton Strachey as the end of the Romantic Move
ment and the beginning of the Age of Critic ism;Gustave 
Lanson, the historian of French literature, uses the same 
year to divide L'Epoque Romantique from Le Naturalisme.
As in all great changes in thought, a long period of tran

13. Gaétan Sanvolsin, "Edgar Poe Célébré en Sorbonne." Journal des Débats, XLI (2 février, 1934), 1 9 6 .
_ 19» Pierre Larousse, Grand Dictionnaire Universel du XIXe Siècle, XII, 1225. -
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sition was involved, during which time the ideals of both 
neriods mingled, with the result that a work might be ac
cented— even claimed— by both schools. Though the roman
ticism of Rousseau and of Chateaubriand was waning, cer
tain of their ideals were still held by the Prance of 
1850. A reaction had, however, started against "the
looseness of construction and the extravagance of thought

20
which pervaded the work of the Romantics." The new ideal 
was to combine certain features of the Romantic and of 
the Classical schools, taking from the former "width and 
diversity” and from the latter "orecision of form and 21
the deliberate artistic nurnose of the Classical Age.”

What better renresentative of such fusion could
have been found than Edgar Allan Poe, who used romantic
material with scientific orecision of exoression? Like
Flaubert, he gave penetrating realism with flawless ex-

»

pression. Balzac, of the old school, had loved detail 
equally but had not attempted to subordinate all to the 
artistic effect. During the oreceding decade, the French 
reader had grown to like the strange stories of Prosper 
Merimee, singular adventures explained by natural .cir
cumstances, crimes related with serenity, with the

20. Giles Lytton Strachey, Landmarks in French 
Literature, 232.

21. Ibid., 232.
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subordination of every element to the achievement of the 
artistic effect. Into this period of transition first 
came Poe's works--works which could satisfy the strongest 
vestiges of romantic tendencies with their strangeness, 
their unearthliness; works which could in their precise
ness of detail serve as model for the realist; works 
which attracted the new school of scientific thinking, 
since Poe seemed to account for every consequence.

Not only were the romanticists able to follow 
Poe to his Eldorado "over the mountains of the moon," 
but they also romanticized the poet's life. When Baude
laire pictured him as a young aristocrat— "rich, happy,
enjoying a life of leisure and gaiety, now and then

22
writing verse as a diversion," French admirers were
proud that he belonged to the elite. Though oolltical
condition© seemed stable enough after Louis Napoleon's

»

coun d'état, (loyalists being pleased to hear the em
peror boast that his empire was founded on universal suf
frage, and conservatives being fascinated by the bril
liance of court life presided over by the charming 
Eugenie)— there was a violent disdain among the artists 
for the bourgeois. The latter, whose power was ranidly

22. Celestin Cambiaire, The Influence of Edgar 
Poe in France, 99*
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increasing, were attempting to force scientific and soci
ological ideals on poetry. Hence, the artists liked to 
think of Poe as the young aristocrat whose grandfather had 
"been a general in the American Revolution and in that posi 
tion had earned the high esteem of Lafayette; they re
called that in 1824, at the age of fifteen, Poe— then a 
lieutenant in the Richmond Junior Volunteers--had saluted 
the Marquis when the famous Frenchman visited the southern 
city. Frequently, they wrote of the distinctive English 
family with whom Poe was connected.

The same Frenchmen, upon learning of Edgar's true 
and unhappy station, romanticized his suffering. Bad 
enough that he should suffer nhysical hardships, experi
encing hunger and lacking funds to meet family illness. 
Beyond endurance that he should be subjected to the cold
ness of a neople who could neither understand his inten
sity of spirit nor appreciate his talent'. One sympa
thizer went so far as to say that Poe suffered from being
an American: "C’était une nostalgie sans objet, nostalgie

23dans son pays même." Gautier explains Poe's solitude by 
saying that Poe shared none of the American ideas'on

23. Léon Lemonnier, Edgar Poe et la Crltloue 
Française de 1845 à 1875» 39*
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progress or perfectibility. "To prefer the beautiful to
24the useful constituted monstrous heresy." It will be 

noted, therefore, that the American attitude gave the 
French romanticist an excellent opportunity to deride 
bourgeois incapabilities. America, the land of material 
progress, epitomized bourgeois prosperity which would 
heap sums upon a Juggler or a mountebank but would allow 
an artist to suffer hunger. Such a civilization built 
uoon the theory of pragmatism would court things rather 
than beauties.

On the other hand, the science-minded bourgeois 
were also attracted to Poe's works. Here was a writer 
who demonstrated the superiority of keen calculation and 
of ingenious observations, who recognized the dominance 
of Dhyslcal and mathematical sciences. Larousse praises 
Poe1s aotltude for science and mathematics; Lemonnier 
state® that Poe arrives at mystery by the road of science; 
the biographer Michaud asserts that his subject loves 
above all to pose problems whichrequire an extraordinary 
mental exertion for their solution. In 1857, a French 
magazine article made the statement that everyone had *

24. Theonhile G-autier, Works (Translation by De Sumichrast), XII, 8 6 .
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read "Hans Pfaal" and added that the author had not put
forth the slightest circumstance without giving to it

25in some way "une base positive et scientifique." French 
scholars found logic to be the very essence of Poe's 
genius; they found Dupin making the observations and de
ductions that they could wish their mind to make. Gautier 
writes;

People went crazy over Auguste Dupin, endowed 
with so strange and lucid a power of divina
tion, who seems to hold in his hands the 
thread that connects the most dissimilar ideas, 
and who reaches his_end by such wonderfully 
correct inductions. b

For readers of such mind, the horror of "La Des-
cente dans le Maelstrom" was not presented for the sake
of horror; instead, it was a calculation— the author was
proving something. Furthermore, such internretations

»

were in harmony with the literary tendency. Had not 
Sainte-Beuve commented unon the spoearance of science, 
of minute observation, calling them new literary signs?
No less a work than Madame Bovary had caused him to ob
serve the trend, in 1857.

25. Leon Lemonnier, on. clt., 146.
26. Theophile Gautier, on. clt., 8 9 .
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To illustrate further the secondary position of 
horror in the mind of Frenchmen, one may cite the story 
of young Judith Gautier. She says, in her memoirs, that 
her famous father often discussed Poe's stories with hie 
children. She had read all of Baudelaire's translations 
and was thoroughly imbued with the horror themes. At 
the age of fifteen, she planned a story which would pre
sent a mad violin maker. He would murder a great singer 
and use her hair for bows. The elder Gautier dissuaded 
his daughter, assuring her that only Poe could make
something other than a horrible adventure of such a 

27
theme.

Besides the lure of "la princesse lointaine" 
and the calculations of a Duoln, there remain in Poe's 
works certain classic qualities which perfectly conform 
with the French tradition of thought and language. Early 
in their literary history, Boileau had inculcated the 
Aristotelian principles as expressed by Horace. He had 
conveyed the Latin's insistence upon proportion and or
der, upon restraint and simplicity, and especially upon

1

the poet's aiming not at following flash and crash with

27. William Leonard Schwartz, "The Influence of 
E. A. Poe on Judith Gautier." Modern Language Notes, 
XLII (March, 1927), 171-73.-
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smoke, but at blowing his smoke into flame. Because of 
its classical bent, the French mind was easily recentive 
to Poe's rules for writing a poem as set forth in "The 
Phllosoohy of Composition" and to his criteria for Judg
ing noetry as explained in "The Poetic Prlncinle." Poe's 
ideal of organic unity is Greek; his insistence that 
poems be brief, his develonment of the short story on 
the principle that every detail must contribute to a 
single great effect--both suggest Aristotle's tenets.

It was Aristotle who said that each kind of art 
should oroduce its own effect, that everything else is 
subordinate to the effect, that the final aim determines 
all, that organic unity is the first essential. Like
wise, Poe's tales follow the prlncinle that the denoue
ment must arise from the nlot itself, that rational ex- 
nlanation rather than resort to device should account 
for the outcome; in other words, the causes of the out
come should lie within the incidents themselves. Poe's 
conscious attempt to gain a totality of effect conforms 
exactly with the classical, and therefore with the French, 
ideal of organic unity. It followed Michelangelo's 
theory that a work must be purged of all superfluities. 
Walter Pater, an English classicist, in his lecture on
Ranhael, also told how imnortant it is for the artist to

■ >

exclude details, how much mere exclusion counts for in
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the positive effect of the work.
Precision and clarity have always been French 

Ideals. Search for the mot Juste and for improved 
technique dates hack to L 1Art Poétique. Gustave Lanson, 
in the introduction to his great history of the French 
Literature, says of his nation: "Elle poursuit la pré
cision Jusqu’à la sécheresse, et préfère la clarté à la 28
profondeur.” It was Voltaire who said that what was 
not clear was not French. An American critic has de
clared: "Vftiat we do not discover in English literature,
with all its overmastering vitality, is economy of effort,

20the French self-control, the Greek sense of form.”
Perhaps as much as any other single quality, Poe's 

artistic restraint appealed to the French mind. Joubert 
--the critic of Chateaubriand's time, whose impeccable 
taste exemplifies the French appreciation at its best-- 
wrote: "Force is not energy; some authors have more
muscles than talent. . . .  It is a quality which is

30praiseworthy only when it is concealed or clothed."
Joubert was quick to distinguish between enthusiasm and

28. Gustave Lanson, Histoire de la Littérature Française, 8 .
2 9. Brander Matthews, "American Literature." Modern Eloquence, IX, 863. >
30. Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du Lund 1, I, 172.
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explosiveness or even fervor--the one a moving force, the 
other an exciting force. Fine works, according to him, 
do not intoxicate, but they enchant.

Tradition teaches that the quality of art can not 
be changed. Only materials change: for one age and oeoole, 
8 Book Ruth; for another, an Odyssey; for another, The 
Cherry Orchard. Poe and his Polish contemporary, Chopin, 
may weave romantic threads into a design thoroughly classic 
--the finished work having the quality of any masterpiece.

To summarize, therefore, it was to a France that 
still had certain romantic tendencies, to a France that 
was beginning to worship science, but above all to a 
France whose classical tradition led her to recognize the 
quality of art wherever found— to such a France, Poe's 
works were introduced and by such a France were they ac
cepted with brilliant eclat.

*



CHAPTER THREE

POE'S TRANSLATORS IN FRANCE

Foremost among the writers introducing Poe to 
French readers was Charles Baudelaire, whose translations 
breathe the reality of an original work. With the fanat
ic devotion which might be exoected of one who called 
himself Poe's "spiritual brother," the translator took no 
credit for his success; in fact, he claimed that he had 
followed the original in an extremely literal manner, hop
ing thereby to disturb as little as possible the power of 
the American's appeal. Nevertheless, at least one critic
believes that Poe sounds better in his French garb, that

1the Baudelaire translation actually improves the style.
The Dictionary of American Biography goes so far as to
state that "in France, owing largely to the early and
brilliant translation of Baudelaire, Poe has exerted in
recent years an Influence greater than that of any other2person writing in English."

In 1846, or 1847, the Frenchman became acquainted 
with a few fragments of Edgar Poe. He writes: 1

1. James Gibbons Huneker, Bedouins, 104.
2. T. F. McNeill, "Edgar Allan Poe." Dictionary of American Biography, XV, 28.
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I experienced a peculiar emotion. . . . The 
first time that I opened a book of his, I 
saw with terror and delight not only sub
jects I had dreamed of, but sentences that 
I had thought of and that he had written 
twenty years before.3

From the time that he first read ’’The Murders in the Rue 
Morgue," Baudelaire took every opportunityto perfect his 
use of the English language, which he had learned from 
his mother. He frequented English cafés, conversed with 
Americans, and prepared for the kind of translation which 
his own special nature demanded. His first, "Mesmeric 
Revelation," appeared in La Liberté de Penser Just one 
year before Poe's death. Four years later La Revue de 
Paris published "Le Puits et le Pendule"; and in the same 
month Le Magasin des Familles contained his version of 
"The Philosophy of Furniture." The next year saw a trans
lation of "Le Chat Noir" in the Journal Paris. By July 
1854, translations of Poe by Baudelaire began to appear 
regularly in Le Pays. In 1856, the first volume of His
toires Extraordlnalres appeared, followed in 1857 by
Nouvelles Histoires Extraordinaires. His "Aventures

4
d'Arthur Gordon Pym" was published in 1858.

3. Célestin Cambiaire, The Influence of Edgar 
Poe in France, 95*

4. Ibid., 40-41
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Baudelaire desired perfection in all his work 
and never released that which was not well done. Possi
bly it was the concentration with which he sought a de
sired effect that prompted Brunetiere to declare "11 ait
employe son talent a preparer le trlomohe de la theorie

5. . . de 1*art pour 1'art ificiel." A whole lifetime
went into the writing of one book of verse, one book of
prose, and a translation approaching perfection. James
Gibbons Huneker calls him a masculine poet who "carved

6
rather than sang.”

Illustrative of the ability to "carve" are the
poems in prose, which— according to Baudelaire himself
--were Intended to be "musical without rhythm and rime,
subtle and staccato enough to follow the lyric motions
of the soul, the wavering outlines of meditation, the sud-

7den starts of the conscience." One, for example, is 
called "The Eyes of the Poor,"and opens with the sentence: 
"Ah', you want to know why I hate you today." In it the 
poet recalls a day with his beloved, a day which had 
flowered with understanding and promises that they two

5- Ferdinand Brunetiere, L 1Evolution de la Poesie Lyrique, II, 233.
6 . James Gibbons Huneker, Essays, 1Q4.
7« Charles Baudelaire, Petits Poèmes en Prose, 75.
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would think the same thoughts. In the evening they sat 
outside a new cafe"at the corner of a new boulevard. Op
posite the two, in the street, stood a man of about forty 
years of age, with a weary face and greyish beard, hold
ing a little boy by one hand and carrying on the other arm 
a child too weak to walk. All were in rags. But their 
faces looked extraordinarily serious, and the six eyes 
stared in keen admiration at the glittering cafe". The fa
ther' s eyes said: "How beautiful it is'. One would think 
that all the gold of the poor world had found its way to 
these walls." The boy's eyes said: "How beautiful it is'. 
But that is a house which only people who are not like us 
can enter." As for the little one's eyes, they were too 
fascinated to express anything but stupid and complete 
Joy. The poet was touched by the family of eyes and turned
to read, he hoped, like thoughts in his companion's face.

»

However, she said, "Those people are insupportable with 
their staring saucer-eyes. Couldn't you tell the head- 
waiter to send them away?" Baudelaire concludes the "car
ving" with this observation: "So hard is it to understand
one another and so incommunicable is thought, even be-

8
tween people who are in love'."

8. Ibid., 75-77.



In another prose poem, entitled "The Cake," Saude- 
laire tells of an experience which disturbed the calmness 
of his solrit and prompted a bit of Dhilosonhlzlng. He 
was travelling. His thoughts fluttered with a lightness 
like that of the atmosnhere; the remembrance of earthly 
things came as faintly as the thin tinkle of the bells of 
unseen herds. He felt at perfect peace with himself andt
with the universe. Later, when he was cutting his bread, 
a ragged urchin with hollow eyes gasped, "Cake*." Just as 
the poet gave him a piece, another little fellow who 
might have been a twin brother appeared and began to 
struggle for the possession of the orecious booty. A hid
eous fight followed, at the end of which the slice of 
bread lay scattered in crumbs, like the grains of sand 
with which it was mingled. The sight had darkened the 
landscape for Baudelaire; he was saddened, and therefore 
reneated again and again, "There is then a wonderful coun
try in which bread is called cake, and is so rare a delicacy
that it is enough in itself to give rise to a war literally9
fratricidal'."

That the creator of these carved pieces should ad
mire Poe for "sa subtilité metanhysique . . .  la beauté"

9. Ib id., 42-44.
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sinistre ou ravissante de ses conceptions . . .  la rigueur
10

de son analyse" seems natural enough. But how shall one 
explain the spiritual kinship Baudelaire felt for an Amer
ican whom he had never seen? First of all, the two belong 
to that race of poets who hold that poetry is its own ex
cuse for being. The poetical theory expressed by Poe won 
Baudelaire's complete acceptance, as did his insistence 
that beauty must have an element of sadness and strange
ness. The Frenchman discerned the aristocracy of Poe's
nature and boasted of "le Vlrginien, l'homme du Sud, le 

„ , 11 Byron égaré dans un mauvais monde." Like Poe, he distrusted
democracy and doubted man's progress. He expressed pride
that Poe "a toujours gardé son impassibilité philosophique,"
that though he did not wish to be "coudoyé par la foule"
yet he "a vu clairement, a imperturbablement affirme" la mé-12
chanceté naturelle de 1 |homme."

Baudelaire could sympathize with Poe in the latter's 
unhaooiness. He himself had been made unhanpy when his 
mother and step-father opposed his choice of profession.
They had demanded that he turn to something more lucrative * 11

10. Charles Baudelaire, Nouvelles Histoires Extra- ordlnalres, 3 .
11. Ibid., 5.
12. Ibid., 5.
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and more '’respectable. ' 1 In fact, In an effort to divert
his ambition, they sent him traveling to far-off nieces
--the Indian Ocean, the islands of Madagascar and Ceylon.
However, according to Gautier, all that he brought back
from that long voyage was "a sensation of solendid, daz-

13zling beauty that remained with him until his death."
What one French critic said of Baudelaire might as eas
ily be said of Poe: that his state of mind was ruled by
two contradictory sentiments— a horror of life and an14
ecstasy of life. Jacques Maritain analyzes the torn
solrit as "a tragically religious anxiety under a mask 

15of dandyism."
Both poets felt a solitude of spirit, though 

Baudelaire did have hie literary coterie in Paris. That 
his American brother was unaccepted in the New World gave 
rise to many bitter and. resentful comments. In his pref
ace to Nouvelles Histoires Extraordlnaires, he condemns
an America "av la fois Jeune et vieux qui bavarde et ra-

16dote avec une volubilité étonnante." He calls it "un pays 
où 1 'idee d'utilité”, la plus hostile du monde à l'idée de

13. Theoohile Gautier, Works (Translation by De Sumlchrast), XII, 3 5 .
14. P. Martino, Parnasse et Symbolisme, 93.

■ >

15. Jacques Maritain, Art and Scholasticism. 135.
16. Charles Baudelaire, op. clt., 3 .
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beaute', prime et domine toute chose.” Poe is pitied as 
"l'enfant d'une nation plus infatuée d'elle-même au'au
cune autre." He is "étouffé” by:

ce bouillonnement de médiocrité^ dans ce monde 
épris des perfectionnements matériels, scandale 
d'un nouveau genre qui fait comprendre la gran
deur des peuples fainéants . . . cette société 
avide d'étonnements, amoureuse de la vie-, mais 
surtout d'une vie pleine d'excitations. ”

Baudelaire takes pride in Poe's critical Insight 
and in the courage with which he speaks convictions. In 
a country attuned to the utilitarian note, it was natural 
that critics search in works of poetry for means of oer- 
fecting the conscience. But Poe recognizes the world of 
mind to be divided into three parts: intellect, taste, and 
moral sense. In consequence, he measures a literary work 
by the criteria of thaï; division to which it belongs. Both 
Poe and Baudelaire believed that poetry need have no other 
purpose than the rhythmical creation of beauty. The for
mer wrote:

Its sole arbiter is Taste. With the Intellect 
or with the Conscience, it has only collateral

17. Ibid., 13.
18. Ibid., 3.
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relations. Unless incidentally, it has no con
cern whatever either with Duty or with Truth.19

And Baudelaire wrote:

Je ne veux nas dire que la poésie n'ennoblisse 
nas les moeurs . . . que son résultat final ne 
soit nas d'élever l'homme au-dessus du niveau 
des intérêts1 vulgaires. . . .  Je dis que, si le 
poète a poursuivi un but moral, il a diminué sa 
force poétique. . . .  La poésie . . .n'a pas 
la Vérité' pour objet, elle n’a qu'elle-même.
Les modes de démonstration de vérité' sont au
tres et sont ailleurs. La vérité' n'a rien s  
faire avec les chansons. ^

On another occasion, writing of Victor Hugo, he declared:

La morale n'entre pas dans cet art à titre de 
but; elle s'y mêle et s',̂  confond comme dans 
la vie elle-même. Le poète est moraliste sans 
le vouloir par abondance et plénitude de na
ture.

Again, he analyzed the popular appeal of the same poet:

Toute âme éprise de poesie pure me comprendra 
quand je dirai que, parmi notre race antipoé
tique, Victor Hugo serait moins admire' s’ il 
était parfait, et qu'il n'a pu se faire par
donner tout son génie lyrique qu'en introdui
sant de force et brutalement dans sa poésie 
ce qu'Edgar Poe considérait comme l'hére'sie 
moderne capitale,--1 1 enseignement.

19. Edgar Allan Poe, Works, VI, 12.
20. Charles Baudelaire, on. clt., 18.
21. Charles Baudelaire, L 1Art Romantique, 323*
22. Charles Baudelaire, Nouvelles Histo1res 

Extraordinaires, 24.
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Frequently, Baudelaire expresses approval of Poe's
theory that noetry Is the human aspiration for supernal
beauty. It has already been stated that the two poets a-
greed that sadness is a necessary element of beauty. Poe
wrote of "pleasurable sadness" and "this certain taint of
sadness inseparably connected with all the higher meni-

23festations of true beauty." The Frenchman wrote:

Je ne prétends pas que la joie ne ouisse nas 
s'associer avec la Beautë', mais Je dis que la 
Joie est un des ornements les plus vulgaires, 
tandis que la mélancolie en est, pour ainsi 
dire, 1'illustre compagnon, a ce point que^ Je 
ne conpois guère * . .un type de Beauté' où il n'ait du malheur.2^

On matters less imnortant, Baudelaire likewise 
concurs. He writes, for example of a little oassage 
which he has read for the hundredth time in Marginalia:

»"L'énorme multiplication des livres dans 
toutes les branches de connaissance est l'un 
des nlus grands fléaux de cet age, car elle 
est un des plus sérieux obstacles à l'acqui
sition de toute connaissance positive."25

With Poe, he believes that "l'homme civilisé invente la

23. Edgar Allan Poe, 00. cit., VI, 1 7 .

24. P. Martino, 0 0 . cit., 102-3.
2 5. Charles Baudelaire, op. cit♦, 4.



philosophie du progrès cour se consoler de son abdication
26

et de sa chance.“ He is pleased by his "brother's" dedi
cation of E u r e k a - - ceux qui ont mis leur fol dans les

27rêves comme dans les seules réalités." It is true, he 
agrees, that:

L' imagination est une faculté'" quasi divine qui 
perçoit tout d1abord, en dehors des méthodes 
philosophiques, les rapports intimes et secrets 
des choses, les correspondances et les analo
gies. ®

Hïhether it was the imaginative power of Poe's 
short stories that most appealed to Baudelaire, or the 
strange pervading beauty, or the perfection of plan—  
the translator does not say. He does, however, enumer
ate the advantages of the short story over the novel. Its 
brevity adds intensity to the effect. A reading accom
plished "tout d'une haleine" leaves a much more powerful

»

memory than a reading interrupted by mundane interests. 
Especially would this principle apply in the case of a 
story such as "The Fall of the House of Usher," where 
the atmosphere overshadows incident and character. In a 
few paragraphs the reader is transported to a desolate

26. Ibid., 9-10.
27. Ibid., 4.
28. Ibid., 13-14.
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spot where a great house is felling to pieces, a family 
of prestige has dwindled and now possesses no inheritors, 
and finally the body and soul of the last Usher is break
ing. The gloom of disintegration is not a mood to be 
prolonged. With facile touch, Baudelaire re-creates the 
atmosphere and crowds intense feeling into a few moments. 
The opening lines of the French may be compared with those 
of the original to demonstrate the translator’s skill:

The Fall of the
House of Usher
During the whole 

of a dull, dark, and 
soundless day in the 
autumn of the year, 
when the clouds hung 
oppressively low in 
the heavens, I had 
been passing alone, 
on horseback, through 
a singularly dreary 
tract of country, and 
at length found myself, 
as the shades of the 
evening drew on, with
in view of the melan-p 
choly House of Usher. "

La Chute de la 
Maison Usher
Pendant toute 

une Journée d'au
tomne, Journée fuli
gineuse, sombre et 
muette, où les nu
ages pesaient lourde 
et bas dans le ciel,
J' avais traverse/seul 
et a! cheval une éten
due de pays singuli
èrement lugubre, et 
enfin comme les ombres 
du soir approchaient, 
Je me trouvai en vue 
de la mélancolique Maison Usher.’0

Much as the two poets felt and thought alike, on
1one subject— very important to a poet— their ideas moved

2 9. Edgar Allan Poe, o p . clt., I,
30. Charles Baudelaire, o p . clt.,

131.
12Q-30.
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in opposite directions. In all of his writing, Poe ideal
ized woman, while Baudelaire grants her the single quality 
of strangeness. It would be imoosstble, he believed to 
love an intelligent woman. Woman1 s charming air comes 
from a mingling of childishness, nonchalance, and malice. 
Following the publication of a review by Judith Gautier, 
Baudelaire grudgingly expressed approval, saying that its 
excellence had almost caused him to doubt his low ooinion
of women, who as a group he thought could not find serious

31
amusement from books. The Frenchman seems aware of Poe's 
idealization and implies a certain amazement that "there
is not in all of Poe's work a single passage that tends to

32
lubricity or even to sensual pleasure." Does not this
fundamental difference account for the fact that Baudelaire
— who has no rivals in the field of translation, and who
was himself a noet and a skilful versifier— translated only

»

one of Poe's poems, and that "The Raven"?
The translation of Poe’s ooems was reserved for 

the initiator of symbolism in poetry--Stephane Mallarmé.
All writers agree that he was responsible, second only to

31. William Leonard Schwartz, "The Influence of 
E. A. Poe on Judith Gautier." Modern Language Notes,
XLII (March, 1927), 173-

32. G. Alohonso Smith, Poe - How to Know Him, 15.



hie predecessor, for France's acceptance of the American 
poet. When Remy de Gourmont was asked about the exter
nal influences important in French literature, he replied:
"Browning and Pater, but above all, Poe,--Poe, through his 

„ 33son Mallarmé."
Stephane Mallarmé'", at the age of twenty, had gone 

to England, where as a teacher of French he had opportun
ity to perfect his knowledge of English and to become 
acquainted with English literature. It is believed that 
he then acquired a passion for Poe's poetry. Upon return
ing to his homeland, he continued to teach; in fact, for 
thirty years he taught English in France, sharing with his 
many pupils at the Lycee Condorcet an enthusiasm for the 
poet whose works he was later to translate. The story is 
told that frequently, preceding the summer vacation, Mal
larmé would offset the listlessness peculiar to that sea-

»

son by relating to his pupils a strange tale about a man 
who had killed his wife and who found himself denounced by 
the weird cries of a cat.

Whenever Mallarmé was in Paris, he met with the 
Parnassians, a group of young men, some of whom were 
painters, some musicians, some poets— including Coppee, 
Villiers de 1'Isle Adam, and Verlaine--all lovers of art

33. Ibid., 15.
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and literature. Often they discussed questions regard
ing aesthetics and poetics, subjects which caused them 
to talk of Poe, for they were all familiar with his 
work. Like many American critics who accuse Poe of 
lacking substance and rejecting truth, Mr. Bernard Smith
is of the ooinion that the French Symbolists attributed

34to Poe an introsnection he did not possess. Aside from
the meaning, however, which the Parnassians read into
the poems, Poe's theory that the object of art is beauty
rather than demonstration or proof or moral teaching,
that indefiniteness, suggestiveness, harmony, and music
are indispensable--his complete poetical dootrine, in
fact, found immediate approval.

Later practice was to show that Mallarmé', as well
as others of the group, allowed the love of the rare and
strange to go to the extreme that every phrase had to be
allusive or allegorical. It is Jacques Marita in who
writes that "the more charged with symbolism the work of
art, the more immense, the richer and the higher will be

35the nossibillty of Joy and beauty." The same critic, how-
/ever, insists that the symbolism be "spontaneous and in

tuitively apprehended" and not "hieroglynhic," as was that

34. Bernard Smith, ̂ Forces in American Criticism, 19c; 
35» Jacques Maritain, on. clt., 57.
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advocated by the Parnassians.

Under the spell of Wagner and Debussy, Mallarmé" 
even dreamed of evolving a single art which would be a 
kind of synthesis of all the arts--one that would pro
vide visual and sound effects simultaneously with the 
verbal meaning. He also clayed with the idea of invent
ing a language which would combine all the artistic an
neals. As a result of carrying symbolism too far, the 
noet was called obscure, a charge which he brushed aside
with the comment: ‘'There are many who do not know how to

36
read--except the newspaoers." A defending critic ven
tures the nredlction that in the course of a, few centuries 
every line of Mallarmé" will have become perfectly clear, 
as a corrunt Greek text becomes clear in time, and adds: 
"Mallarme' can afford to wait; he will not be forgotten. He
is the noet of a few, a limited noet, nerfect within his

37limits as the Chinese artist of his own symbol.'1
The tendency to symbolize was of course held in 

check when he was translating Poe's noems; however, the 
fact that he loved the subliminal seems to be the under
current that carries the beauty of idess so effectively 
that they remain poetry, though without rime or poetic

36. Arthur Symons, Figures of Several Centu
ries, 302.

37- Ibid., 307-3.
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cadence. The notes appended to the translations reveal 
Mallarmé* s sympathy for the work of a fellow-poet and 
his eagerness that French readers resoond to the beauty 
created by the American. He relates, for example, the 
well-known circumstances surrounding the exquisite 
lyric '*To Helen,” and finds it "touching” that Poe had 
his lonely heart filled with a new joy upon meeting the 
lovely mother of one of his university friends. That 
the world became suddenly beautiful because of maternal 
kindliness is, in Mallarmé*s opinion, "illustrative of 
Poe's childlike nature." He assists the reader by sug
gesting that the ooem is symbolic of the fact that 
spiritual wanderings may take one far away, but a youth
ful shrine of beauty will call him back.

A comparison, stanza by stanza, of the original 
with the French will show the ease with which the ideas 
were transposed:

Helen, thy beauty is to me
Like those Nicean barks of yore 

That gently, o'er a perfumed sea, 
The weary, wayworn wanderer bore 
To his own native shore.

Hélène, ta beauté- est oour 
moi comme ces barques nicéennes 
d* autrefois oui, sur une mer 
parfumée, portaient doucement 
le défait et le las voyageur 
a son rivage natal.
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On desoerate seas long wont to roam, 
Thy hyacinth hair, thy classic face, 

Thy Naiad airs have brought me home To the glory that was Greece,
And the grandeur that was Rome.

Par des mers désespérées long
temps coutumier d'errer, ta 
chevelure hyacinthe, ton clas
sique visage, tes airs de 
Naïade m'ont ramené' ainsi que 
chez moi à la gloire qui fut 
la Grèce, à la grandeur qui fut Rome.

Lo'. in yon brilliant window niche, 
How statue-like I see thee stand, 
Thy agate lamp within thy hand'. 

Ah, Psyche, from the regions which Are Holy Land'.38

Là', dans cette niche splendide d'une croisée, c'est bien comme 
une statue que Je te vois ao- 
paraitre, la lampe d'agate en 
la main. Ah'. Psyché', de ces ré
gions issue oui sont terre sainte.39

Poetry, already defined as the "rhythmical creation 
of beauty," forms a natural union with music in its oopular 
sense. "The old bards and minnesingers had advantages,"
Poe believed, "which we do not possess— and Thomas Moore, 
singing his own songs, was, in the most legitimate manner,

38. Edgar Allan Poe, on. cit., X, 77.
39* Stéphane Mallarmé", Les Poèmes d'Edgar Poe, 2 9.
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perfecting them as poems.'* Who can recall the great fa
vorite "Annabel Lee" without hearing anew the succession 
of tones that constitute its melody? In the French ver
sion, Mallarmé' demonstrates a remarkable skill in approx 
imating the song-quality of Poe:

Il y a mainte et mainte année, dans un 
royaume près de la mer, vivait une Jeune 
fille, que vous pouvez connaître par son 
nom d'Annabel Lee; et cette Jeune fille 
ne vivait avec aucune autre pensée que 
d'aimer et d'être aimée de moi.
J'étais un enfant, et elle était un 
enfant, dans ce royaume près de la mer; 
mais nous nous aimions d'un amour qui 
était plus que 1'amour,--moi et 
mon Annabel Lee; d'un amour que les 
séraphins ailés des cieux convoitaient, à elle et à!“ mol.
Et ce fut la raison que, il y a longtemps, 
un vent souffla d'un nuage, glapant ma 
belle Annabel Lee; de sorte que ses proches 
de haute lignée vinrent, et me 1'enlevèrent, 
pour l'enfermer dans un sépulcre, en ce 
royaume près de la mer.
Les anges, pas à moitié' si heureux 
aux cieux, vinrent, nous enviant, elle 
et moi —  Oui', ce fut raison (comme tous 
les hommes le savent dans ce royaume 
près- de la mer) pourquoi le vent sortit 
du nuage la nuit, glapant et tuant 
mon Annabel Lee.

It will be recalled that Poe concludes the poem with the 
picture of the poet Joining his bride in her sepulchre by 
the sea. Without offering any reason, the Frenchman re- 
verses the order of the last two stanzas and closes with
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the almost defiant endurance of the poet, who says that 
neither angels nor demons can ever dissever his soul from 
that of his beautiful Annabel Lee:

Car la lune Jamais ne rayonne sans 
m' apporter des songes/ de la belle 
Annabel Lee; et les étoiles Jamais 
ne se lèvent que Je ne sente les 
brillants yeux de la belle Annabel Lee; 
et ainsi, toute l'heure de la nuit,
Je repose â côté de ma cherle,
--de ma chérie,— ma vie et mon épousée, 
dans ce sépulcre près de la mer, dans 
sa tombe près de la bruyante mer.
Mais, oour notre amour, il était plus 
fort de tout un monde que l'amour de 
ceux plus âgés que nous;--de plusieurs 
de tout un monde nlus sages que nous,
--et ni les anges là-haut dans les deux, 
— ni les démons sous la mer ne peuvent 
Jamais disjoindre mon âme de l'âme de 
la très belle Annabel Lee.^O

No author has been more fortunate than Edgar Allan 
Poe in having translators whose creative power set beauty 
free in a new languege--fellow-ertIsts, acouainted with the 
spirit of the original works and able to Interpret it in a 
throb of spontaneity. Undoubtedly, the crystal precision 
of Poe's expression contributed to the success. The classi
cal tendencies of simplicity, exactness, brevity, and sin
gleness of effect— all were appropriate to the French

40. Ibid., 73-75.
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language. Such facts do not, however, minimize the su- 
nreme achievement of Baudelaire and of Mallarmé. They 
Join a famous company— men who know several languages, 
Including that of Psyche, who hear a song in one tongue 
and sing it in another--translators of the universal 
qualities of literature.



CHAPTER FOUR

A FRENCH ANALYSIS OF POE1S GENIUS

New editions, new translations, and freouent 
magazine articles, through the course of many years, are 
evidence that Poe's romanticism and classicism have a
continuous appeal to the French mind. In keeping with

>
this popular favor, Celestin Camblaire concludes his 
chapter on "Critical Studies of Poe in France" with the 
opinion that Camille Mauclair is "one of the best crit
ics of Poe, and one of those who understand best his 

1
genius."

Camille Mauclair, born in Paris just one year 
after the founding of the Third Republic, belongs to the 
twentieth century. His poems, novels, and critiques re
veal an active and versatile mind. An interest in art

»
and music has prompted works on Leonardo da Vinci, An
toine Watteau, and Robert Schumann, as well as a study 
entitled "La Religion de la Musique." Among those who 
have influenced him— besides Barres and Maeterlinck--is 
Mallarm^, whose excellent translation of the poems of 
Poe initiated Mauclair's Interest in the American. In

1. Celestin Camblaire, The Influence of Edgar 
Poe in France, 65«
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1925, several years after a preliminary study of Poe, 
included in Princes de 1* Esorlt, Mauclair devoted an en
tire volume to Le Genie d* Edgar Poe. Although the dedi
cation is almost oolemical in its denouncement of those 
Americans who failed to aporeciate a great artist, the 
study itself is impressive for its objectivity. The 
critic shows Incisive skill in analyzing the essence of 
Poe‘s genius.

Poe's imaginative rower, though universally 
recognized, has introduced controversy. Again and again 
arises the question: What are the sources of that never?
To call it the product of genius is to explain nothing. 
Some critics write of the wild dreams of a disordered 
mind or of the pathological result of an abnormal exist
ence. Mauclair, however, meets the oroblem forthright:
he exolores the nature of the subject-matter chosen by

»
Poe. In the critic's ooinion, Poe deliberately selected 
a realm in which his imagination could most freely work 
to achieve definite metaohysical ends. He did not, ar
gues the Frenchman, choose the field of material interest, 
portraying Instincts and enumerating events. The photo
graphic result would have been mere actuality. Realism, 
for him, lay in the realm of the speculative; his inter
est, in the exoloratlon of idea forces, of invisible
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powers, and so he says In Eureka;

We walk about, amid the destinies of our 
world-existence, encompassed by dim but 
ever present memories of a destiny more 
vast--very distant in the by-gone time, 
and infinitely awful.

Is it perhaps only through ideality that we
touch reality? Is there, as Henri Bergson declares,
a veil between ourselves and our own consciousness, so
that pure perception implies a certain immateriality 

3of life? What do we know, for example, of fear? We
have experienced some of the physical effects of that
mental state, perhaps have observed multifarious forms
of its expression— all of which leaves untouched the
actual perception of that particular emotion.

The use of the Imagination in the exploration
of the metaphysical was an evidence of Poe’s perversity,»

a tendency which Mauclair regards as highly contrlbutive 
to his genius. He suggests a geometrical Illustration. 
Let one line represent the natural meaning of things, 
that which the great majority of men have agreed to ob- 
serve--the material interest, it might be called./ An
other line, representing the speculative interest, is 2 3

2. Edgar Allan Poe, Works, IX, 134.
3. Gay Wilson All eh and Harry Hayden Clark, 

Literary Criticism - Pope to Croce, 613-17•
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placed to make an angle with the former. The degree of 
that angle becomes one of perversity; it becomes the 
sphere in which the imagination may operate. If an au
thor limits his theme to the world of instincts, of 
events— if he oresents the superficial acceptances of 
material thought; in other words, if he minimizes the 
degree of perversity, he has, through the sInrole choice 
of subject, decreased the imaginative oossibilltles. On 
the other hand, when an author gropes his way into that 
realm in which a natural meaning has not been discovered 
or accepted, he is, through the simnle choice of subject, 
inviting wide and rich play of the imagination. The de
gree of perversity may be slight, as in the case of un
imaginative readers; on the other hand, it may be so
extended that mysticism, altruism, or even self-Imoosed4
martyrdom result.

Perversity, thus understood, accounts for what 
Mauclair calls Mla Maladie de l'lnflni," which in his 
oninlon is one of the essential keys to Poe. The critic 
points out that the brutal intervention of the real in 
Poe's material life set him more deeply to contemplating 
the abstract regions of knowledge, thus increasing the 4

4. Camille Mauclair, Le Genie d*Edgar Poe, 55»



angle of perversity and affording greater realms for a 
nowerful originality.

What direction would Poe's faculty for oerversity
have taken, had his life been one of normal develonments?
The tragic abnormalcies which confronted him at every
stage of his life must have determined its forms. His
tragedy lay not in the fact that he was an orphan at the
age of two, but in his feeling of inferiority because of
a foster-father's disinclination to adont him. It is
known that Mrs. Allan frequently asked her husband to
take the necessary steps; the letter's demurance increased
young Edgar's uncertainty. From the feeling that he did
not "belong" sorang some of his unhappy nose and bitter- 

5
ness. Again, his tragedy lay not in his separation from
brother and sister, but in the creeping fear that Rosalie's
mental arrest was possibly an heriditary weakness— even a
family weakness or tendency. In later years, what Poe
called "a horrible never-ending oscillation between hope6
and desoair" characterized the long illness of his young 
and beautiful wife. Had the circumstances of Poe's life 
been less determinant, Mauclair suggests that his remark- 5 6

66

5. Hervey Allen, Israfel, I, 51.
6. Max Lincoln Schpster, A Treasury of the World's 

G-reat Leiters, 2 9 6.
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able faculty might have turned toward a type of altruism. 
It is perhsos significant that Eureka, the most highly 
contemulative of his works, was written at the time of 
greatest suffering.

Poe's themes move between two poles: terror, born 
of the extraordinary; and metaphysical ecstasy. They may 
explore, for example, the emotion experienced when a per
son is powerless in the face of oncoming destruction, as 
is the condemned one who through darkness and strangeness 
senses the gaping pit, the slow but inevitable approach 
of crushing walls, the pendulum-like swinging of a blade 
— each movement bringing it imperceptibly nearer. At the 
other extreme, Poe may contemplate the symmetry of the 
Universe, or he may contemplate infinity: "The word infin
ity, like the words God or spirit, does not express an

7idea, but rather man's effort to reach an idea."
The nature of subject-matter, however, explains 

only in part the power of Poe's imagination. Maud air 
believes that much of the quality rests in the approach, 
which instead of being metaphysical is material. Poe will 
have nothing to do with the romanesque and unreal; he will 7

7. Edgar Allan Poe, o p . clt., IX, 20.
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not break contact with the general laws of the universe*8
he will not distort reality. Through the precision of 
material detail, he attempts to augment the reader's con
cent ion of that which is accepted as ordinary. It is not 
his nurnose to transport to a supernatural state; for him, 
there is only the natural. The real, instead of being
apart from the ordinary, is simnly the augmented concep-

9tion of the ordinary.
Especially in the treatment of the theme of terror 

would there be expected an element of the fantastic. But 
here, as elsewhere, Poe's true purpose— as Mauclalr views 
it--ls not to frighten us or amuse us by a story, but to 
modify our conception of the ordinary. Why should he re
sort to the fantastic, since his purpose is not to pene
trate another world, but to enlarge the vision of the one 
we know? What, for example, constitutes the terror in

9

"The Fall of the House of Usher"? Is it our feeling, with 
Lady Madeline, the inexpressible horror of a premature 
burial? Is it experiencing with Roderick the mad confusion 
of inaction crossing conscience? Strong as those feelings 
may be, Mauclalr holds that the true source of horror lies

8. Camille Mauclalr, on. clt., 63.
9. Ibid., 51.
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in the fact that the law which produced the catastrophe
existed before it and will survive it, thus adding to

10
the present terror a future one. Therefore, after count
less readings, when we know the characters, the surround
ings, and the outcome, still another reading gives us,

la même sensation angoissante de soupçonner 
sous le texte une vérité mystérieuse oui ne 
veut pas se dévoiler entièrement. . . . Nous 
créons notre oropre tragédie, notre débat 
avec cet autre monde où le magicien nous a 
abandonnés

That, in MatJclair' s opinion, explains the dis
similarity between Poe and such writers as Hoffmann.
Once a reader has learned to know the German's charac
ters, setting, actions; once the effect of surprise has 
disappeared, there remains no reason for re-reading. With
him, the fictions have been the primary element; with Poe,

»

the operation of a metaphysical lsw. Mauclair puts the
contrast thus: "Un conte d'Hoffmann est un vase clos. Un
conte de Poe s'ouvre sur l'illimité, nous v entraîne, et 12
nous y laisse." Here again, the critic emphasizes that 
Poe is the metaphysician, that he is absorbed by,psycho-

•oH Ibid., 94-95.
11. Ibid., 62-63•
12. Ibid., 52-53.
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logical allegory. ’¿Then Plato told of shadows dancing on 
the well— human shadows deformed In their projection by 
the light of a candle--the idea alone mattered. And so, 
Mauclair thinks, is it in the case of Poe. However, be
cause the artist Poe has the shadows dance in a powerful 
manner, one may admire the performance so greatly that he 
overlooks the idea intended by Poe the metaphysician.

Because the fictions were no more than the means 
by which to clarify a principle, it is not surprising 
that Mauclair finds the characters of Poe similar to mar
ionettes. The manipulator (with his magical artistry) 
thinks of the string. It is the vital element in the 
portrayal. Though the "hero" may attain a certain indivi
duality, he is never vibrant, never convincingly alive.
He shares with all the other "heroes” a remarkable same
ness; regardless of his name, he is the analyst Dupln and 
the visionary Egaeus. He combines the spirit of geomet
ries and the elements of imagination. What sets this 
"hero" apart? He likes the night; he does not belong to 
society; he is unmoral; he is not surrounded by a family,
by children. "Ce solitaire se penche sur toutes'choses

13sans y oarticiper." He is searching mysterious signs of

13. Ibid., 110.
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the infinite; he is hypnotized by the profound; he is try
ing to push away the boundaries of a material existence.
A seaman struggles for self-preservation, when during a 
hurricane his boat is caught in a black funnel of water. 
Alternately, he oasses from hope to disappointment; fi
nally there comes the abandonment of hone, bringing with 
it a relief, the cessation of struggle. Then, because he 
is an analyst, he becomes Interested in laws that appear 
to govern the varying raoidity with which objects sink.
He notices that cylindrical forms go down more slowly, and 
that observation results in his saving himself.

In his transcendental wanderings the hero repre
sents Poe; beyond that, however, MaudsIr finds no imoor- 
tant duplication of the poet's personal existence. In 
"William Wilson," youthful imnressions orovide a material 
setting which contributes to the credibility of a strange 
episode. The Manor House School, with its surroundings, 
breathes an atmosphere of gloom and mystery,

a rambling . . . and somewhat decayed building 
in a mlsty-looking village of England . . . gi
gantic and gnarled trees . . . all the houses 
inordinately tall . . . the deep, hollow note of 
the church-bell, breaking each hour, with sullen 
and sudden roar, uoon the stillness of the dusky 
atmosohere in which the old fretted Gothic 
steeple lay Imbedded and asleep.

14. Edgar Allan Poe, Works, V, 145. (The passage 
is auoted from the Commemorative Edition described in 
the bibliogranhy. A further note of explanation may 
be found on page 82.)
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It Is quite certain that elements of the setting are
colored with exaggeration and that Doctor Branshy is un-

15fairly represented. Here, as elsewhere, it is not a 
question of presenting the realities of his life, the 
experiences through which he has lived. Rather, Poe is 
concerned with the principle of identity. Edmund Burke 
once wrote that the strongest emotion arises from the 
passion for self-preservation. One might suggest a nega 
tive counterpart--the emotion which arises from the fear 
of losing personal entity. In many of the tales, includ 
ing "William Wilson," it is that very loss which absorbs 
the author. William Wilson becomes aware of a double: 
his moral and physical identity have become separated. 
Annoyed by his low-voiced namesake, he flees to Paris? 
but escape is impossible. In exasperation, he assassi
nates the second William Wilson. The awful effect is»

embodied in the passage:

"You have conquered, and I yield. Yet hence
forward art thou also dead— dead to the world, 
to Heaven, and to Hope'. In me didst thou 
exist— and in my death, see by this image, 
which is thine own, how utterly thou hast mur
dered thyself."15 *

Arthur Hobson Quinn, Edgar Allan Poe, 76. 
Edgar Allan Poe, op. clt.,

15.
16. V, 174.
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The author's transcendental wanderings reoresent, 
for the critic Mauclair, simply another Instance of a 
metaphysician at work. Poe, he has shown to he an objec
tive artist, who emoloyed precise calculations in his 
material aooroach to Immaterial subject-matter. The re
sult is a strange vividness of something only vaguely 
sensed. One may agree or disagree with the Frenchman's 
insistence that Poe is the speculative philosopher al
ways seeking metaphysical ends. In either case, however, 
one must credit Camille Mauclair with a penetrating 
study. Reared in a classical tradition, but warmed by 
romantic symbolism, the critic stands well equipped to 
examine a fond the nature of a world author's imaginative 
power.



CHAPTER FIVE

A FRENCH EVALUATION OF EUREKA

To a critic belongs the choice of method. He may, 
like Boileau prescribe rules and principles; or hé may, in 
the manner of Montaigne, soliloquize on every random topic 
that comes into his head, orovided he have a storehouse of 
thought. Following the example of Taine, he may restrain 
his enthusiasm, so that never once will it lapse into ad
vocacy; or he may, for greater delight, and like LeMaitre, 
invite him to tour the gallery of his impressions, help
ing him to admire the grace of one work or to understand 
the grossness of another. The critic may furthermore, 
like Brunetière, be milltant--fighting the naturalism of 
a Zola, the modern science of a Berthelot, and the im
pressionism of an Anatole France; of, if he have Sainte- 
Beuve' s breadth of Insight, he may through his causeries 
propound a philosophy of literature.

Paul Valery chose a method quite apart from that 
of his contemporary Mauclair. His Interpretative appre
ciation of Poe's Eureka (which appeared about thé same 
time as did Le Genie d' Edgar Poe) is a calm evaluation 
in search of an appropriate estimate of the work as a 
whole.

M. Valery, called by some enthusiasts the most
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celebrated living poet, has written very little; but the 
fact that he has been comnared to Baudelaire and to Ra
cine, to Pascal, to DesCartes, and to Montaigne, suggests 
the potentiality of his anneal. Like Joubert, he thinks 
much but writes little. After his first poems had been 
nubllshed in the Symbolist reviews, he wrote nothing for 
twenty years. At the end of that long period, when he 
resumed writing, his primary object had changed from that 
of the young man's ideal of pure poetry to a defense of 
the conscious mind. Throughout his essays there is a 
striking unity, an undercurrent of defense against vari
ous isms; Why surrender to instincts? Why base all on 
the metaohysics of behaviorism? Why preach specializa
tion of the mind* s activities?

His ideal consequently has become almost Greek, 
in that he is ever searching for the central attitude 
which governs the universal in man's thought, in his work, 
in his art. Whether he is analyzing Leonardo the man, or 
delving into Poe's Eureka, he is groping for a center. 
Writing of Leonardo da Vinci, he exoressed a kind of awe 
which he had experienced as he studied the drawings and 
manuscrlots, the notes and the sketches. To his delight, 1

1

1. Charles Des Granges, Les Poetes Francais: 1820- 
1920, 449.
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here was no specialist; here was a painter who was Just
as much a mathematician, who was Just as much a ohiloso-

2
pher,— truly an ”artiste du monde même.” Here, M. Valery 
declared, was an example of the universal man, with noth
ing of the eccentric about him, possessing few inequali
ties, no superstition of the intellect, no vain fears:

Il retourne au réel sans effort . . .  il ne re
jette pas l'ancien, narce qu'il est ancien; 
ni le nouveau, cour être nouveau; mais il con
sulte en lui quelque chose d'éternellement actuel.3

To a critic looking for truth wherever it may be 
found, Poe's study of the universe held a natural inter
est. M. Valery tells of reading Eureka for the first time 
when he was only twenty. At, that early age, he had al
ready ceased writing verse, shocked as he was by the lack 
of intellectual discioline in French poetry. He admits 
also a touch of disappointment that France had produced 
no Dante. Reading had lost its appeal. Philosoohy he 
condemned, because it set out to speculate without first
defining its abstractions. His university study had pre-/
sented only the utilitarian aspect of science. 2 3

2. Paul Valery, Variété', 173-
3. Ibid., 182.
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In such a state of mind he came uoon Eureka. The 
American did for M. Vslery what professors of a cold sci
ence had not done, bringing to him a passion such as must 
be that of scientific discoverers. Years later, when the 
French critic was asked to write "Au Sujet d'Eureka," he 
is still grateful to the poet who had thrilled his being 
with the warmth of science.

Surrounded by mortality, man craves the Infinite 
— a fact which explains the lure of trying to comprehend 
the incomprehensible. Several critics have observed that 
during the most difficult year of his life Poe turned to 
serious contemplation of a subject beyond human grasp.
The Universe is to the poet "the most sublime of poems, 
whose symmetry is supreme, and whose consistency is there
fore perfect." Poe worked steadily on Eureka during 1847,
and on February 3, 1848, read it at the Society Library in»

New York. Though attendance at the lecture was small, the 
press comment was favorable. In June of the same year, 
when George Putnam published the work, Poe dedicated the 
"Prose Poem"

/
To those who feel rather than to those who think 
— to the dreamers and those who put faith in 
dreams as in the only realities . . . 4

4. Edgar Allan Poe, Wdrks, IX, 4.
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M. Valery reminds his readers that cosmogonies, 
though among the oldest of literary forms, have seldom 
been attempted In modern literature. That of Poe, how
ever, Is one of the very few examnles. The exolenation 
of the material and spiritual universe has appeared In 
sacred books, In poems, in narratives, and in profound 
researches. Frequently the attempt is absurd, a reeult 
which the critic at once acclaims, pointing out that in 
the history of the mind every attempt at comprehension 
has played its part.

It is M. Valery's bold attitude, at this point, 
which chiefly accounts for his evaluation of Eureka.
Why, the critic argues, should we label one attempt 
ridiculous merely because its search ended with search
ing, and another great because its search ended with 
finding? Both merit Vecognition, for both have influ
enced the progress made later. Do we know today what 
sleep is, or what death may be? In fact, what is matter? 
Only while one remains in the category of size where
rough observations may be made can he define matter by/
its lack of spontaneity, or by the homogeneity of its 
texture. Because of a very few discoveries in the infra
world, we may be certain that unknown properties and 
forces are exerting themselves. Perhaps, suggests the
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critic, our concepts of soace and time are illusory; it 
may be that their meaning would be completely changed in 
a domain where the existence of our bodies is imnossible. 
Does time, for examole, exist when one is thinking? As 
man explores natural phenomena, he finds that concepts 
are inadequate; determinism becomes impossible; fact be
comes variable to innumerable degrees; the simplest prin- 
cloles have only partial comprehension.

In Poe's own words, the general pronosition of 
Eureka is: ’’Because Nothing was, therefore All Things 
are." Unon the reauest of a friend, the author orovided 
the following abstract:

1. The universality of gravitation suggests 
perfect totality as the source of the phe
nomenon.

2. Gravity is but the manifestation of the 
tendency of all things to return to their 
original unity*.

3. The law of gravitation is but a necessary equable irradiation of matter through space.
4. The Universe of Stars (contradistinguished 

from the Universe of Snace) is limited.
5- Matter has two properties, attraction and 

repulsion; the final globe would be matter 
without either pronerty; such unity would 
be Nothingness. 6

6. Matter, scringing from Unity, snrang from 
Nothingness— i.e., was created.
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7. All will return to Nothingness, in re
turning to Unity.^

M. Valery calls na'lve the attempt of man to re
construct the origin of the universe. Even the Idea of 
nothingness Is Impossible of our conception. Neither 
could our minds graso the concept of Infinite confusion, 
of perfect chaos, which might or might not precede the 
origin of the material universe. Neither can our minds 
go beyond the kind of beginning that Is a conseouence, 
an end of something else. Even as the human mind gropes 
for an understandable origin of the universe, it is con
fronted by the meaning of universe-concent. How, asks 
the critic, can one acquire a concent of "ce oui ne s'on-
nose a rien, aui ne rejette rien, qul ne ressemble a 6rien”? Not only will the eight year old boy have a uni
verse-concept completely different from that of his 
mother, but also during the years that lie ahead he will 
frequently change his original idea. In fairness, one 
may ask of any person: What has become of your universe- 
concept of ten years ago; has time proved it to be abso
lute? 5 6

5. Arthur Hobson Quinn, on. clt., 542-43. 
(From Original Autogranh Ms., J. P. Morgan Library)

■>
6. Paul Valery, on. clt., 136.
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Thus Is shown the necessary incompleteness of 
what we would like to think of as totality. As a crit
ic, M. Valery has made a genuine contribution. In full 
sympathy with the naïveté of a mind searching the secret 
of origin, he has penetrated to the heart of Poe's prop
osition. There, instead of dismissing the poet’s search 
as '’absurd" and meaningless, he is sufficiently wise to 
exnlore a universal truth: At best, our intuition can
not go beyond our vision, our knowledge, our memories, 
or those of the human race. Man must face certain ln-
escaoable limitations of human comnrehension. "Au com-

7
mencement était la fable. Elle y sera toujours." We 
cannot hope to re-create the universe in our minds; we 
can only have abiding faith in the perfection of our 
Creator and His Plan.

/

7. Ibid., 136.



CONCLUSION

A POET'S ELDORADO

The profession of literature was regarded by Poe 
as the noblest of all. In a letter to a friend, Just a 
few months before his death, he expressed the pride and 
satisfaction that may come to a man of letters. At that 
late a. tlme--after year© of disaoooIntment and poverty, 
he was able to write:

. . . all that is really valuable to a man 
of letters Is absolutely unpurchasable-- 
love, fame, the dominion of intellect, the 
consciousness of power, the thrilling sense 
of beauty, the free air of Heaven, exercise 
of body and mind, with the physical and moral health which result.^

It is possible that faith in his profession insoired the
last of his poems. Perhaps he was singing of the artist,»
whose Eldorado oromises greater wealth than that found by 
any gold-searcher:

G-aily bedight,
A gallant knight,
In sunshine and in shadow, 
Had Journeyed long, Singing a song,
In search of Eldorado. 1

1. C. Alphonso Smith, Poe - How to Know Him, 236. (Letter to F. W. Thomas, February 14, 1&49.)
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But he grew old-- 
This knight so bold-- 

And o'er his heart a shadow 
Fell as he found 
No spot of ground 
That looked 1 ike Eldorado.
And, as his strength 
Failed him at length,

He met a pilgrim shadow-- 
"Shadow," said he,
"Where can it be—

This land of Eldorado?"
"Over the Mountains 
Of the Moon
Down the Valley of the Shadow, 
Ride, boldly ride,"
The shade replied,-- 
"if you seek for Eldorado'."2

Here is a stirring resolve. It is that of an
artist whose belief in beauty has been strong enough to
oppose the indifference and derision of his environment.
Today--almost one hundred years since his death--he would
be little impressed by the products of our inventive gen-

»
ius or by our industrial magnitude. But what of our sym- 
ohony orchestras, our Saturday operas, our Shakesoearean 
drama, our art exhibits?

With pride and belated enthusiasm we should in
vite our poet to read a recent biogranher's declaration:

2. Edgar Allan Poe, Works, X, 35
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His fame is now secure. The America in which 
he could find no adequate reward treasures 
every word he wrote, and in every city in 
which he lived, except the city of his birth, 
stands a lasting memorial to him. He has be
come a world artist and through the transla
tions of his writings he speaks today to every civilized country.

Our pride however remains necessarily tempered with the 
realization that it was France, not America, which dis
covered the genius of Edgar Allan Poe. It was France, 
with her tradition of classicism, who first accepted 
his noetic theory, his pure song, and the calculating 
logic of his tales. It was the poet’s French "brother" 
who first gave unqualified praise to "le rigueur de son 
analyse" and to "sa subtilité' métaphysique," and who
gloried that Poe "était avant tout sensible a la oer-

4
feet ion du plan et à la correction de l'execution." It
was an early French biogranher who declared that Poe's

»

nroblems exact "une perspicacité des plus intense, une
tension d'esorit extraordinaire, et un instinct merveil-

5leux." An early edition of the French encyclopedia 
Larousse devotes three columns to the American, approving * 5

3• Arthur Hobson Quinn, Edgar Allan Poe, 695.
4. Charles Baudelaire, Nouvelles Hlstolree Extra

ordinaires, 3, 13.
5- Leon Lemonnier," Edgar Poe et la Critique 

Française de 1845 à 1875» 133. (Quotation from Biographie Michaud, iB^l.)
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"une lucidité étonnante de style," "une science de rhy-6
thmes," and "une concentration de pensée."

The brevity and intensity of effect which Poe
advocated prompted Lemonnier to write: "Poe était com-

A 7olètement d’accord avec le gout des Franpals." The same
critic is glad that Poe was not one of those who wish to
write best sellers or who regard literature chiefly as a
means of instructing men and assuring virtue or orogress8
in the world.

More recently, M. Sanvoisin compared Poe's crea
tive power to that observable in Nature. Just as trees 
in summer cast shadows more delicate and more suggestive 
than the trees themselves, so—

la projection des incidents banals de l'exis
tence quotidienne prend, dans l'oeuvre d'Edgar 
Poe, une intensité qui fait entrer dans un
univers à la fois hallucinant et contrôlé.

»

Quotations without number might be cited merely to em
phasize the early and constant response of the French 6 7 8 9

6 . Pierre Larousse, Grand Dictionnaire Universel 
du XIXe Siècle, XII, 1224.

7. Leon Lemonnier, oo* clt., 1 6 9 .
8 . Ibid., 76 .
9. Gaétan Sanvoisin, "Edgar Poe Célébré en Sor

bonne." Joumal des Débats," XLI (2 février, 1934), 1 9 6 .
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snirit to the genius of Edgar Allan Poe. Perhaps none 
however would he more apnronriate than a few lines from 
Mallarmé's sonnet entitled "Le Tombeau d'Edgar Poe." In 
fitting tribute, the French poet expresses confidence in 
the permanency of Poe's anneal.

Tel qu'en lul-meme enfin l'éternlte le change,
Le Poète suscite avec un glaive nu
Son siècle ènouvante de n'avoir pas connu ,n
Que la mort triomphait dans cette voix étrange.10

10. Steohane Mallarme, Les Poèmes d'Edgar Poe, 5.
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